
Cat Cardboard House Tree Tower Condo Scratcher Pet Post Pad Mat
Furniture

RRP: $79.95

If you've had a cat for a while, you know that they prefer cardboard boxes

to any of those fancy carpet-covered wood cat condos. You can't just

leave cardboard boxes out all over your house, though – what would your

guests say? Here's the perfect solution for Kitty and you: this adorable

cardboard cat condo by Randy & Travis Machinery. From its charming

paw print window to its multi-level interior, this is your cat's idea of

paradise on earth.

Whether she prefers to spend her days snoozing inside or gazing out from

her high perch on the roof, your cat will love to spend time exploring her

condo from top to bottom. Scratchboards allow her to sharpen her claws,

keeping her off your furniture for good. It's made from all-natural,

sustainable cardboard with a solid base – and it's light in weight, meaning

you can take it anywhere in your house. Rigid supports and 11 millimetres

of extra thickness make Kitty's new home sturdy and durable. It's easy to

assemble and easy to care for — and it's large enough to accommodate

multiple cats or small dogs. Give your cat (or pup) the gift of a new home

to love. Order yours today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Corrugated and compressed recycled cardboard
Colour: Brown
Dimensions: 50 x 40 x 32 cm (L x W x H)
Rigid poles, a solid base, and 11 mm added thickness for extra
strength
Easy and quick assembly
Portable and lightweight
Sustainable and non-toxic materials
Accommodates multiple cats or small dogs
Multiple scratchboards for sharpening claws
Store in a dry area away from a heat source – do not rinse or wash
it
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